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THE IDEAL FORMULA 
 
 
I would like to claim that I made up this IDEAL formula, but the truth is that once I left Bank of 
America headquarters in San Francisco where I worked right out of law school as a tax attorney 
and started as Assistant General Counsel for Yale University I had to learn all new skills. 
 
Going from a worldwide corporation to a university and being placed in the Development Office 
to assist with the capital campaign’s planned giving department was quite a change.  I learned 
about the planned giving roundtable in New York City and commuted to it for every meeting to 
absorb as much as I could. 
 
It was a large group and I met many “old-timers” in the field then called deferred giving.  I met 
the fellow who started the concept of what is now the donor advised fund (I didn’t believe him 
and I didn’t think it worked) and a fellow who worked with Congress on creating a net income 
unitrust in the 1969 Tax Reform Act.   
 
I met a life insurance agent who was involved in selling life insurance to donors to nonprofits.  I 
told him that I was working on a case using some of the income from a charitable remainder 
trust to create a “double gift” by buying life insurance with that income so that the charity 
would have two gifts from the same money.  He almost jumped out of his seat and almost 
yelled at me, “Oh no, I can do that same thing and replace the asset they gave to the remainder 
trust for the family!  Why didn’t I ever think of that before?”    That became the Wealth 
Replacement Trust but it was not named that for another few years by a savvy marketing 
person.  When I got back to Yale from NYC that day, I told the Finance Officer at Yale about the 
fellow’s epiphany and he immediately called his alma mater (not Yale) and told them to start 
using it right away.  So did we at Yale. 
 
Interesting times.  Inventive people, new strategies and a true love for this field.  All of those 
things and many more have become mainstays in this field.  It was a fertile time. One thing, 
though, that I heard became really important to me because of the weight it carries and the 
ease of use in explanations, not to mention that it helps a person not forget what to say to a 
donor.  And that is the IDEAL formula. 
 
The person whose name I had almost forgotten—James Conway-- was the Deferred Giving 
Officer at Case Western Reserve University.  He spoke at the NYC meeting and introduced it by 
saying “I have an idea for you”.  He then went through the I D E A and told us it was largely tax-
financed by the government.  Aha!  I had a way to explain it easily to the development officers 
back in the office at Yale. 
 
It worked so well that I said I will be using this for a long, long time.  With development officers, 
with donors, with advisors and with my students. 
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And now you have it as well.  It is truly a gift to all of us.  Having researched his name, I found 
this: 
 
James P. Conway (1923-2010) was a gift planner of local and national prominence. In 
honor of his tradition of sharing with others in the profession, NOPGC [Northern Ohio 
Planned Giving Council] established the James P. Conway Mentor of the Year Award to 
recognize those who consistently follow Conway’s philosophy of helping colleagues and 
their institutions achieve their goals. 
 
 
He is still helping his colleagues!  And this time through me as I go over this wonderful little 
formula with you and how to use it as I have done hundreds of times over almost more years 
than I can count—since 1978 when I heard Mr. Conway speak.   
 
 
 


